Presentation Number: __________  Presentation Title: ________________________________

Name of presenter(s): ___________________________________________________________

Instructions: Please assess each of the Student Research Symposium presentations (denoted by the letters SRS or some other appropriate symbol on the meeting agenda) by marking your responses to the following questions. When you have finished your assessment, total all points scored. Please give your completed evaluations to the chair of the judging committee after the last session when the winner is being determined. On behalf of the student presenters and the membership of the ISAAPT, THANKS!

Scholarship: To what degree was the goal/purpose/significance of the study made clear?  1  2  3  4  5  6

Methodology: To what degree was the design, procedures, and data analysis made clear?  1  2  3  4  5  6

Oral Presentation: What was the overall quality of the presentation in terms of organization and clarity of results?  1  2  3  4  5  6

Visual Presentation: What was the overall quality of the presentation in terms of visibility and design?  1  2  3  4  5  6

Creativity and Originality: To what degree did the presentation demonstrate unusual, creative, original or insightful approaches?  1  2  3  4  5  6

Total Points Scored: ___________________________________________________________

Additional Comments: (The student presenters would appreciate your comments about their presentations. Your feedback will help them improve future presentations. If additional room is needed, please use the back of this sheet.)